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About that weird cover; most of 
you should recognize the part between 
the header and footer as what the “home 
page” of the BSF web site looks like.
Tom Zane created a remarkable web 
presence for Florida, and while it ahs 
been  used–some 75,500 times  by the 
end of the 2005, I still suspect many 
of our members are unfamiliar with it as 
a powerful pipeline to everything there 
is to know about bonsai, and what your 
BSF is doing for you.
It has fallen on your editor to sustain 
it for a while–a fascinating enterprise 
and learning experience.  I have always 
used Tom’s creation for research, and 
keeping up with what is going on.  Since 
I have been also working on the web we 
have inaugurated the Bonsai Bulletin 
Board, a place for instant information 
broadcasting.  With the crazy Emails 
fl ying around during the hurricanes, 
it became clear we needed bett er 
information fl ow.  Likewise, when some 
well known friends died or special events 
arise, we can let everyone  know as fast 
as they can sign on.
My suggestion is that you make this you 
“home page” on your internet browser 
so you can take a quick glance daily when 
you sign on.  Additionally, we added 
revision dates now so you don’t have to 
read everything to determine if there is 
any thing new.  If you see a new revision 
date since you last signed on, check it 
out–start in the lower right-hand corner 
of the “Home” page.

I suggest, that all clubs send me their 
meeting notices and newslett ers 
electronically so I can post them and 
save sending or mailing them all over the 
state. I will create a page listing for every 
club, to let the public know who and where 
you are, and let them read your program 
information.  I have tried to do this in the 
magazine, but few respond, maybe you 
can assign someone to simply email these 
things to me–no stamps, envelopes, 
special formatt ing–keep it simple.
Here is the “Site Map” or listing of most of 
the pages now available at our web site. The 
club news, except for West Palm Beach, is 
not there since it has yet to be created:

Conventions
• Past Conventions, exhibit photos

- 2004/2005
• 2006 Convention information
• A Convention Host Guide 

Educational Information
• Short Primers:

- About Bonsai?
- What is Bonsai?

• History of BSF
• PowerPoint Programs on Bonsai
• Styles, Bonsai and Penjing

Museum, and Literati Bonsai
• ABS Stolen Bonsai registry link 

Exhibits of Bonsai
• At BSF Conventions
• At Morikami Park and Museum
• At the annual Flower and Garden 
Festival at EPCOT

Member Services
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• AV Rentals - Slides and Video
• Speakers Bureau 
• Speakers Register- Florida
• Visiting Speakers Tours/schedule
• Calendar of Events

-  Various clubs as events 
dictate.

• Publications of BSF
- Color versions of Florida Bonsai
- Offi  cial documents
- Guides
- Various informational material

• Market Place for bonsai and
materials - Bonsai Resources 
(Businesses/vendors)

Our Members
• Clubs, societies BSF Member 
groups: Member Societies and 
Study Groups
• Member Societies at Large
• Directory of clubs, Offi  cers, 
Directors, Committ ee Chairs

Links
When you can’t fi nd it here try the links to 
facilitate searching other bonsai sources 
for information to solve your problem.

Finally
If you can’t use it, can’t fi nd it, fi nd it 
doesn’t work, or even have a bett er idea, 
click the webmaster link and send me your 
comments and questions.
Don’t take my word for it, go to the 
internet and open htt p://www.bonsai-bsf.
com and you will be there.  All the rest is 
linked for ease of navigation.
When you use it, you make it worthwhile 

keeping it up and working.  When you don’t 
use it who wants to keep it up?
There are always errors you can fi nd and 
send them to me–gaining “points.”
It will probably be sooner than we think 
when the magazines like our Florida Bonsai 
will only be published on the web, and 
archaic printing and mailing is no more.  
Why waste all those trees, and money 
making something people throw away.  
That is not to say they cannot print a 
copy for themselves-be our guest.  We 
could save over $1,000 per issue if we 
did not print and mail, and you would get 
the magazine three weeks earlier, or I 
could wait three weeks longer to create 
it–which would make it more current.  
Presently, printing and mailing causes a 
two month process, dating the content 
and missing current coverage.  It is 
December 1 and I have to guess what you 
want to know for February, missing most 
of December and all January news.
The magazine is created in color and 
printed in black and white.  Triple or 
quadruple the cost of printing and time 
of preparations to print in full color.
Get used to it, and be ready–who could 
have imagined the internet, or computers 
for $400 with 30 giga bites of hard 
drive, running at gigabites per second 
speeds?  High speed internet for the 
home at reasonable costs? Wireless 
devices for all of these.
Oh, brave new world.

Your humble Editor
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It has been said, it you don’t read, it is  no different than if you can’t 
read.  If you don’t know how to use the internet, software, or the BSF 
web page, it is the same as if it were not there. You are losing a BSF 
benefi t if you don’t use it. Getting on the internet to the BSF web site 
is as easy as typing this address in your browser: http://www.bonsai-
bsf.com.  The result should look like the cover of this issue, until the 
site is updated.
That is too big an issue to discuss here.  I would like to tackle a 
much neglected tool that makes what is on the web available for your 
use–free–– Adobe Reader.
Imagine creating a prod-
uct that you give every-
one free.  Then, selling 
the only product that can 
create material it can read. 
To get this free jewel, go 
to the BSF web site, and 
click on “variety of print 
publications” and you will get the page pictured above. 
If you click on the yellow box marked 
Adode Reader it will take you to the page 
listed below on the Adobe web site, www.
adobe.com where the program can be 
down-
loaded 
free.  
Then 
you 
should 
have 
the 
symbol 
pictured 
on the 
right 
with the 
orange 

These illustrations are not 
very crisp due to the way I 

had to acquire them.
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logo.    The following are the power tools of Adobe Reader version 
7.0, which is the best version they have ever done. When you call up 
the magazine from the web page, you will get a screen that looks like 
the two below, which have awesome power.  The binoculars will open 
a search page where you can fi nd anything in the magazine using that 
word, and it will list it in context of where the word occurs, so you 
can go there to read about it. This software also has the remarkable 
ability to “read” the text and recognize web addresses and Email ad-
dresses and link/go  to them by clicking that text.  What has all this 
got to do with bonsai? Go back to my  fi rst statement, if you can’t 
read it, how are you going to learn it? Don’t waste so much money on 
a computer or an internet connection, unless you learn to use it well.

Finally, in 
the lower 
right-hand 
corner are 
four icons. 
Be sure you 
see two fac-
ing pages on 
the screen. 

Selecting 
the correct 
icon will 
provide 
that. 
– Then it 
will read 
like a 
book. You 
can move 
from page 
to page by 
clicking. A 
demo will 
be given at 
the con-
vention.

http://jimsmithbonsai.com
http://www.bonsaibridges2006.us
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A black and white printed ver-
sion of the magazine is provided 
to members of the Bonsai Societ-
ies of Florida. 

It is also available to them in 
full color by downloading from 
the BSF web site: 

There is a version for printing a 
booklet, and another one for read-
ing it on the screen.

Be sure you have a current ver-
sion (7.0) of Adobe Reader avail-
able free, as noted, on the fi rst 
“Publications” page. 

OFFICERS:
President Louise Leister
1st Vice President Tammy Malin
2nd Vice President Henri Vermeulan
Treasurer Henry Robbins
Corres. Secretary Vladimir Foursa
Recording Secretary Carol McKinney
Past President Gene Callahan
Trustees:
Dist. 1 Lynn Fabian
Dist. 2 Carol Partelow
Dist. 3 Barbara Chapman
Dist. 4 Henry Robbins
Dist. 5 Robert Yarbrough
Dist. 6 Ray Malin
Dist. 7 Judy Gore
Dist. 8 Larry Duke

Committees:
Archives Dick Miller
Education Ray Malin
EPCOT/BSF Peter Wood 
Membership Tammy Malin
Publications: Dick Miller
Speakers Stan Orsolek

Individuals acquire BSF member-
ship as members of a local Mem-
ber Club. 
Other memberships include:

Member-At-Large,
Member Organization At Large,
Donor Membership, or
Special Life Membership.

For membership information con-
tact your local club, the BSF web 
site, or:

Tammy Malin
Membership Chair
P.O. Box 12124
Fort Pierce, FL 34979-2124

Email for information: 
bsfmembership@yahoo.com

BONSAI SOCIETIES OF FLORIDA
OFFICERS/TRUSTEES 

& COMMITTEES
MEMBERSHIP

CREDITS/THANKS
Should any issue not have the 

credits and thanks to those who sup-
port my efforts, please use this list 
every time. My proclivity of making 
mistakes keeps Tom Zane on his toes 
catching me, as does my wife, Lois, 
and a friend Todd Rohack.  If you 
think there are mistakes in the issue 
you get, you should see it before these 
checkers get to it.

Grateful Editor

FLORIDA BONSAI IN COLOR

http://www.bonsai-bsf.com/color_cy.htm
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FLORIDA BONSAI

444 MUIRFIELD DR.
ATLANTIS, FL 33462-1206

Publications Committee:
Richard M. Miller
dmiller444@adelphia.net

President:
Louise Leister
7 Coverdale Ct. S.
Palm Coast, FL
32137-8340
mysecretbonsai@aol.com

FLORIDA BONSAI is the  
offi cial publication of the 
Bonsai Societies Of Florida.
It is published quarterly, in 
Feb., May, Aug., and Nov., and 
is provided to each member.

Be sure to visit our web site at: 

ALL ADVERTISING RATES 
HAVE CHANGED.  

Contact the Editor, noted above, 
for rates and conditions.
DEADLINES FOR MATERIAL

& ADVERTISEMENTS:
Spring. issue. . . . . . . Dec 10
Summer issue . . . . . . Mar 10
Autumn issue . . . . . . .Jun 10
Winter issue . . . . . . . Sep 10

ADVERTISING

http://www.bonsai-bsf.com

CORRECTIONS
Nothing reported that I need to cor-

rect.  One really big oops, I did not ad-
vertise EPCOT as I should have, I hope 
that is overcome by your submissions.

PUBLICATIONS COMMITTEE

You would be surprise how dif-
fi cult it is to publish material not 
sent. Although it has been encour-
aging how many people send me 
material for this magazine, it is 
frustrating how hard it is to get 
information about clubs–to publish 
their events, and even let people 
know who and where they are.

I am trying to make this maga-
zine worth the space on your shelf, 
or better yet–a few megabites on 
your computer.  If the information 
is current, and relevant, people 
will use it, if not–save the ef-
fort, it is useless.  Remember the 
inspirational articles a few people 
wrote about “What bonsai means 
to me?” I haven’t see one in a long 
time.  I can’t make them up.  I did 
two clubs, with detailed informa-
tion about them, and now I can’t 
get any response–make me wrong, 
do it.  I plan to put those club 
articles on the web page for access 
by others. Some people have asked 
me to keep their information confi -
dential, and I will respect that.

When you see someone who had 
a byline in the magazine, thank 
them, they do the work.

Dick Miller
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I start my presi-
dent’s letter this time 
with new experiences 
and exciting news 
from the Golden 
State Bonsai Federa-
tion Convention that 
I just returned from. 
I have included pictures from 
the trip and hope you all enjoy 
them. I was privileged to attend 
and document the fi rst BSF 
Training Scholarship winner, 
Dorothy Schmidt in her train-

ing. The convention was 
wonderful; the people we 
met were both friendly and 
knowledgeable. The hos-
pitality extended to us was 
like being a member of their 
family.  Dorothy’s classes 
were most enjoyable, her 
enthusiasm, determination 
and excitement for learning 
was refreshing to all those who 

watched. Comments 
from people watch-
ing her were “Wow 
is she talented” and 
“What concentra-
tion and will“! I 
agree, she worked 
at each project like 

it was her last and her skill was 
wonderful. Dorothy studied 
under Marco Invernizzi work-
ing with California juniper. In 
an all day workshop she learned 
many new carving techniques 

which were all done by 
hand using chisels and 
mallets and pliers in-
stead of electric carving 
tools. Dorothy learned 
the nature of the wood 

and how to predict what will 
happen with each pull of the 

watched. Comments 
President’s thoughts

It says, “BSF 2005 Scholarship 
Award Winner.” Thanks Ernie
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pliers. She did us proud and the 
information she gained proved 
that our Scholarship is very 
worthwhile and important to 
the future of bonsai in Florida. 

I know she will wow you at the 
convention in Gainesville with 
her demos and the material she 
picks to work on will refl ect 

what she has learned in Califor-
nia.  The workshop bonsai she 
created was donated back to the 
Convention for auction at the 
farewell luncheon.  BSF was 
thanked and Dorothy was hon-

ored by the convention chair-
man. I wish more of you could 
have been present to see what a 
professional she was and how 
she made us proud to have her 
represent our great state. This 

experience made me 
realize how travel-
ing to other places to 
study really broadens 
our knowledge and 
even if the material is 
not good for our area 
much can be learned 

by the technique studied 
there. Donating the material 
back to the convention sim-
ply cemented our friendship 
and was worth the learning 
experience. Dorothy also 

participated in a Ben Oki work-
shop with a juniper procumbens 
nana on Sunday. Please take 
the time to visit Dorothy at 
this year’s BSF Convention in 
Gainesville to watch what she 

>PRESIDENT from page 1

One on one collaboration with Invernizzi 

There is a bonsai in there!

No, they did not suggest using a 
concave cutter as a hammer.
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has learned through her Califor-
nia experience. Dorothy will be 
demonstrating on two different 
trees during the convention. 

As I mentioned above the 2006 
convention in Gainesville is fast 

approaching and we need to 
make our reservation. Our 
convention  in May (Bonsai 
Bridges) will be here before 
you know it. I have seen 
the hotel and worked with 
the convention committee 
and they are planning a wonder-
ful time fi lled with educational 
programs from the Masters along 
with a vendor area fi t for the most 
discriminating bonsai enthusiast. 
Start making your plans to attend 
Bonsai Bridges. I will see you all 
there for another great conven-
tion hosted by Gainesville Bonsai 
Society working to make this one 
fi lled with great times and fond 

memories.

Again I must remind you to 
get your scholarship applica-
tions in to me before January 
20, 2006. You must be spon-
sored by your BSF Bonsai club 

and bring your own 
tree which will be do-
nated to the convention 
auction after the com-
petition. The winner 
will receive a $1,000 
scholarship to study 
under any Bonsai art-

ist they chose. They will then 
return the following year to the 
convention to give two demon-
strations of their choice. This is 
a great competition and a great 
opportunity to study bonsai 
for a large payback. I hope to 
have many applications and to 
congratulate the 2006 winner 
again this year. Don’t waste 
any time getting your letters to 

Dorothy wasn’t the only one learning, right Mike?

See President page 4 >
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me ASAP.

Since my last writing many 
clubs need to be congratulated 
for the many efforts in promot-
ing bonsai to the state. The 
Bonsai Society of Brevard 
has completed their fi rst Per-
manent bonsai exhibit which 
is located at the Brevard Zoo. 
What a beautiful exhibit and 
many hours of labor and time 
went into the production of 
this project. This joins several 
around the state and is worth 
seeing. Many thanks to all 
involved with its planning and 
production. BSSWF had their 
show, and through their hard 
work in spite of Wilma brought 
the people of Ft. Myers, and 
the surrounding area a beautiful 
show and learning experience. 
Again congrats to all involved 
in the planning of this annual 
event. Treasure Coast had to 
postpone their annual auction 
because of Wilma, but will 
keep us informed as to the new 
date. Hopefully this year will 
be a kinder hurricane season 
and we can get back to a more 
normal summer and fall season. 
Kawa had their Joy of Bonsai 
and wanted to thank all those 
involved with this event. With 
Wilma knocking at our door we 

Louise

still managed to have a wonder-
ful event thanks to all those who 
came to enjoy. This just goes to 
show, you can’t break our bon-
sai spirit here in Florida. Many 
thanks to the hard working 
people for such special events 
such as these. My hat’s off to 
you all. 

Well this concludes my let-
ter in this issue. Dick gets upset 
if I take too much space in the 
magazine, it leaves less room 
for all your wonderful articles. 
So until we meet again, stay safe 
and may all your trees be well. 
I look forward to seeing you all 
real soon.

As always

Louise

>PRESIDENT from page 3
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Louise Leister
Kawa Bonsai Society

Carving dead wood is 
probably one of the hardest 
things in bonsai to fake! Yes, 
it’s easy to carve, but fooling 
everyone into believing nature 
did it is 
another story. 
We see many 
trees styled 
and pruned to 
perfection and 
then encounter 
a jin, shari, 
blunt cut or 
driftwood that 
needs a little 
work. Now 
out comes 
the heavy 
equipment. 
We blow it 
trying to take 
a perfectly 
natural piece 
of wood and 
carve it into something that 
nature took years to do. The 
effects of natural weathering 
accentuate the grain of the 
wood. Grain weathers along 
it’s ridges where water follows 
these channels creating a path 
of worn and weathered areas 

that are very hard to imitate. I 
have found carving to be very 
intimidating and not to mention 
scary between the tools and the 
possibility of removing a fi nger 
or two. Also not knowing quite 
how to get the look of weather 
and time. I have tried several 

times and can 
carve, but 
most times it’s 
not believable. 
Florida 
has many 
buttonwoods 
in bonsai 
collections 
and in most 
cases nature 
has created the 
most beautiful 
examples of 
the power of 
wind, water 
and time. 
Driving winds, 
salt water and 
baking sun 

have worn these beautiful trees 
into works of art! Now suddenly 
we think we can carve a blunt 
cut into the same look with a 
few short lessons or a video 
we saw several months ago. 
Tools become foreign objects 
to our hands when we don’t 

Carving,: The Essence of the Wood

See Carve page 6 >
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>Carve from page 5

use them often enough to be 
comfortable using them. It takes 
an experience to make a blunt cut 
or saw cut look like the rest of 
the naturally 
weathered 
wood of the 
tree. It takes 
a real wood 
worker to 
make old 
saw cuts 
and major 

carving harmonize with the 
naturally weathered wood 
on the tree. These areas 

require someone very familiar 

with carving tools to work 
that cut into a sculptured piece 
of deadwood. Buttonwood is 
very hard wood, which adds 

another degree 
of diffi culty. 
So what’s the 
answer? 

You might 
want to try a 
program by a 
master carver 
where the 
members bring 

trees that need some 
work. They can watch 
the master carver do the 
work with the member 
watching and learning. 
Understanding why the 
carver is removing the 

material and styling the area 
in that manor to improve the 
taper or refi nement of the piece. 
Carving is like styling a tree. 
Knowing when to add taper, 
when an area is too heavy, or 
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when a piece of deadwood is 
shaped wrong and how to correct 
it. Some people believe a carved 
branch or stump is good as long 
as its carved, but knowing how 
to refi ne it or lighten the area is 
more important that the act of 
carving. Kawa Bonsai Society 
had one such class and we invited 
two people from South Florida 
to be the carvers of the day. Toby 
Diaz 
and Luis 
Rayon 
are 
talented 
bonsai 
artists 
and 
now we 
can add 

to their list that they are great 
carvers. Both of these men know 
carving, I have seen their work 
on their own trees which is 
why I decided to host them for 
the weekend event. They have 
worked on trees with one-foot 
trunks that looked like a block of 
wood and transformed them into 
carved masterpieces. The photo 
is of this bald cypress which was 
entered at the Miami Show and 
won best tree in the exhibit. This 
tree was an ugly block, a stump 

when it started, no refi nement 
and certainly didn’t have much 
hope of becoming a great 
bonsai. By the time they were 
done carving this tree it was a 
masterpiece of elegant work. A 
tree anyone would die to own. 
The tree has taper and the look 
of a hundred years of wind, 
weather and harsh elements 
that worked this tree into such a 

graceful 
tree 
standing 
only 24 
inches 
tall.   
Kawa 
held a 
Saturday 
workshop 
where the 

members 
were 

allowed to bring one tree to 
work on. Luis and Toby carved 
the trees and explained how 
and why they were making the 
cuts. The material ranged from 
buttonwoods, junipers, and 
podocarpus to some smaller 
pieces that just needed to clean 
up old cuts. They used only two 
tools, which made it easy for 
the people learning not to get 
confused by a lot of different 
tools. The tools used made the 
cuts easy and didn’t get bound 

Compare a front and back and the effect of the 
bold carving, and another work-in-progress.

See Carve page 11 >
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By Randy Brooks

If you’re new to junipers, and 
you’ve been following along, 
you should have a few nursery-
grown plants in your possession, 
and you’re ready to snip, clip, 
and create your fi rst juniper 
masterpiece. If you’ve got a 
few junipers already that are 
possibly showing some stress, not 
growing quite the way you think 
they should, or are on their last 
photosynthetic gasps, hopefully 
you will fi nd an answer here. If 
you’re an old pro, why are you 
sitting here reading this? The 
weather is fantastic (at least today), 
so get outside and work some trees. 
If you’re reading this sometime 
between mid-December and the 
end of February, then now is the 
time to be repotting our junipers!

Before we get started, I would 
like to say that although these 
articles are supposedly about 
junipers, there is a lot of general 
knowledge that can be applied to 
many of your trees, and the art 
in general. I’ll try to remember 
to point out a few things in this 
article that are of a more universal 
nature. The rest I will leave for you 
to deduce for yourself. I’m going 
to outline some of the steps and 
objectives in utilizing new material 
here, but it would be impossible to 
provide details of the operations 
here in an article of this size. As 

By Randy Brooks
Junipers: Part three always, if you’re 

new and you 
have questions, 
ask someone. 
The bonsai 
community is a 
very helpful one. 

Whether for altruism or vanity, most 
of us are more than willing to help 
with what we know.

So there you sit, staring at a 
juniper, nursery stock you’ve 
purchased, spinning it on your 
turntable and mumbling, “Now, 
what?”

First, you bought more than one 
didn’t you? If not, rush out and buy 
fi ve or six more immediately. They 
shouldn’t be expensive, and you’ll 
need them. Idle hands make for dead 
trees. This can wait until you get 
back…

There you sit, staring at a juniper, 
nursery stock you’ve purchased, 
spinning it on your turntable with 
half-a-dozen more waiting their turn, 
and you’re mumbling, “Now what?” 

You see, nothing has changed. 
Patience pays.

Did you follow all of the guidelines 
you’ve been taught about starter 
trees? Did you fi nd the biggest trunks 
you could with good branching 
throughout the tree’s growth? Do the 
trees have good taper from bottom 
to top, and from inside out – at lease 
taper that you can induce? Above all, 
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did you get the healthiest specimens 
that were available? Dead trees are 
fi rewood, not bonsai. If not, rush out 
and… well you know what to do.

So, Lesson One, is never, ever 
forget the basics! No matter how 
good you get, or how artistic you 
may be, the basics are the foundation 
upon which everything else you 
do is built. You won’t comprehend 
these sentences if you don’t know 
the words, and you won’t know 
the words if you’re unfamiliar with 
our alphabet. Some rules should 
never be broken and are universal to 
everything.

Since our most basic of all 
objectives in bonsai is to keep the 
trees alive, and since this is the 
perfect time of year to repot junipers, 
that’s what we’re going to do. If 
you’ve never repotted a bonsai tree 
before, you should probably seek 
some professional help – uh, that’s 
fi nd a knowledgeable bonsai person 
to give you a hand – or you should 
fi nd a workshop you can take to learn 
what to do. We’ll try to cover the gist 
of it here, but there is nothing like 
seeing it done, and doing it yourself. 
Also, never forget to check your local 
society for help, after all, that’s why 
you’re a member. For you experts 
that are still reading along (you’re 
still here?), please let me know what 
I overlooked, or any tricks that I 
should have passed along that you 
employ (motives not important).

You’ll need plenty of bonsai pots to 

choose from. You’ll need different 
shapes in several different sizes. 
You probably won’t be too sure of 
the size or shape of the pot until 
you’ve done a little preliminary 
pruning and looked at the roots. 
You’ll need to decide on the style 
of the tree, fi nd its front, etc.

The experts will tell you that this 
is a fi rst potting into a bonsai pot, 
and that the shape and size isn’t so 
important. They’re right, but you’re 
never going to be convinced, and 
this is one of those instances where 
they don’t do what they tell you 
– the experts are always looking for 
the perfect pot – so we want the pot 
to be as close to right as possible. 
After all, the tree is going to be 
calling it home for quite a while.

Having said all that, realize the 
tree is a growing thing. It will 
change. The style may change. The 
‘front’ will almost certainly change. 
The tree will dictate all of this, not 
the pot. You will have a tree within 
a year that is ‘not in the pot right’. 
And you will incessantly have 
people telling you that the ‘front 
should be over here,’ and you’ll 
constantly be mumbling, “Yeah, I 
know,” but get used to it. Welcome 
to the world of bonsai. At least for 
the fi rst few months your tree will 
look good, and you will be happy.

Okay, you’ve got the trees and 
plenty of bonsai pots to choose 
from. Another good reason to take 
a workshop is if a good supply 
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Visit our web site:

On the web based color issue, you can click the 
web site for direct access.

Nursery Stock

Pre-bonsai

Soil

Wire

Pots
Tools

Stands

Large/small Bonsai
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http://jupiterbonsai.com  

 Call for information.  561/746-5074

Wholesale to the trade.  
Retail, Demos, and Workshops, for 
Bonsai Clubs, by appointment only.

NOTICE
Under New 
Management

Comments from:
Ella Rachael Carver, CEO (Cuddle Ella Often) (7/1/05)
“We thank everyone for your 
business in 2005, and hope we 
can serve you in 2006.”
My Daddy did a super job after 
the hurricane, and now he works 
where he can hear me.  YES!!!
I love Santa Claus too.

E.R.C.
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>Carve from page 7

class one of the best 
programs we had all 
year. The members 
are very excited 
about having them 
back this spring. 
We have decided to 
have such a class 
every year to help 
members learn and 

understand the carving basics; 
giving their trees the look that 
nature intended them to have. 
This again proves the talent we 
have within the State of Florida 
and that we should make use of 
our very talented bonsai artists 
within the clubs. Both Toby and 
Luis can be found at the Miami 
Bonsai Society meetings each 
month. If you looking for bonsai 
artists, take a good look at the 
other clubs within the state. In 
every District within the state 
there is an enormous amount 
of talent waiting for you to ask 
them to come to your club to 
give a program. Kawa makes 
full use of this talent and our 
membership is grateful for them.

Happy carving, as always, 

Louise

up by shavings of 
wood and didn’t 
need to be cleaned 
every few minutes. 
The smaller tool fi t 
a Dremel and was 
called a Tri-cut chisel, 
which can be bought 
at Carvers Supply in 
Central Florida. The 
larger tool fi t a Die Grinder and 
was called a Samurai by Delco. I 
have included pictures showing 
the carvers at work and the 
detailed fi nished pictures of the 
trees. Both Toby and Luis were 
covered in wood shavings by the 
end of the day, but all involved 
in the workshop were very happy 
at the end results. Now I can’t 
promise that all involved in the 
workshop can carve after one 
short class, but they have an 
understanding of why and how 
to make a piece of deadwood 
look like nature worked on it for 
years. Both Toby and Luis were 
great with questions and with 
advice. They explained each 
cut they made, and advised the 
owner of the tree what needed to 
be done. They made sure it was a 
move the owner was happy with, 
before making the cuts. Teaching 
is not easy work! Teaching 
takes a special person and both 
of these guys made our carving 
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of pots are going to be available 
that you wouldn’t otherwise have 
access to. You’ve got chopsticks, 
wire, wire cutters, pliers, a pan 
of water (Superthrive optional), a 
place out of the direct sun to work, 
and a good supply of bonsai potting 
soil – NOT potting soil from your 
local nursery center, right? No? 
We’ll wait…

Most problems with junipers are 
soil, root, and water related. Since 
junipers aren’t prone to many pests 
or diseases, which we’ll cover later, 
if you can alleviate these problems, 
you shouldn’t have any trouble 
keeping junipers alive. They’re 
tougher than most people believe.

There’s something you need 
to know about soil and keeping 
plants alive called ‘capillary 
action’. Capillary action is 
related to surface tension and the 
adhesiveness/cohesiveness of a 
liquid. Capillary action serves two 
purposes for us.

First, it is the method by which 
plants are able to pull water and 
nutrients from their roots, up their 
trunks, through their branches, 
and to their leaves. Didn’t you 
ever wonder how that happened? 
Water will climb a narrow tube, 
or vascular system, until it can 
no longer overcome gravity. The 
smaller the diameter of the tube, the 
stronger the capillary action will 
be. The larger the diameter of the 

tube, the stronger the effect gravity 
will have on the liquid.

Water has the highest surface 
tension of any commonly occurring 
liquid except mercury. It is also very 
adhesive or ‘sticky’. This results in 
water having very strong capillary 
action, which is a good thing for 
plants, and an important part of 
their evolution. Transpiration and a 
few other things are also involved, 
but capillary action handles a large 
portion of the load in transporting 
water and nutrients. If you ever 
did the food coloring and celery 
experiment as a kid, that was an 
example of capillary action.

The second thing that capillary 
action does for us is provide a 
mechanism for the distribution of 
water in our potting mixture. It can 
also cause us problems. Capillary 
action causes water to travel 
throughout the potting mixture. If 
you’ve ever set a potted plant in 
a tray of water, you’ve probably 
noticed that the water doesn’t have to 
be as deep as the pot in order for all 
of the soil to become saturated. That 
too is capillary action in action.

So capillary action can be our 
friend by ensuring that our potting 
mixture is evenly moist when we 
water. But, remember the smaller 
the ‘tube,’ the greater the capillary 
action? Well, the same holds true 
for particle size in our pot. The 
smaller the particle size, the greater 

>Juniper from page 9
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the capillary action, the more that 
soil will attract and hold water. 
Remember, water is very adhesive. 
What does this mean to us? Well, if 
we want the most even disbursement 
of water, then we will want as 
uniform particle size as possible. We 
won’t want the particle size too small 
or the water will adhere too strongly 
to it, and our soil will stay too wet, 
and the water will not be released to 
the roots. We won’t want our particle 
size too large or there won’t be 
enough capillary action to provide for 
uniform moisture, and gravity will 
tend to dry out our soil faster than we 
desire.

What is the proper size? Well, 
that’s one of those ‘depends’ 
questions. Depends on your growing 
environment, i.e. how much sun, 
wind, rain, etc. that you get. It 
depends on your watering method 
and habits. It depends on the species 
and size of your plants. It just 
depends. However, I know you want 
answers, so a particle size of 1/16 to 
1/8 of an inch is usually considered 
to be a good size. Experiment, 
experience is the best teacher. As 
you will so often hear in the bonsai 
world, “Find out what works for 
you.” That’s another one of those 
universal truths that seem to apply to 
everything.

If you want to know what should 
be in your soil, well that’s a whole 
‘nother ramblin’. Suffi ce to say, most 
of your commercial bonsai soils are 
made of pretty good stuff. Just make 

sure the particle size is consistent. 
Not fi ltering fi nes, or screening for 
size is the one area where they may 
be lax.

One other thing about potting 
mixtures that is going to play a 
role here in how we proceed is the 
mixture’s rate of ‘break down’. 
Some soils break down very 
quickly, while others are longer 
lived. One of the reasons that we 
use soil-less mixes in bonsai is that 
they don’t break down as quickly 
as organic soils. What happens 
when the soils begin to break 
down is that the particle size gets 
smaller and smaller as it is exposed 
to more and more moisture. 
Eventually, you’ll get clay – not 
a good growing medium. Again, 
particle size can degrade so badly 
that the mixture will not even 
release any moisture to the root 
system. The adhesion has become 
so strong that the plant actually 
dries out even though the soil is 
actually constantly wet. It’s not 
that the roots have rotted and aren’t 
providing water because they are 
dead, although that’s a very strong 
possibility as well.

Often, by the time you get 
around to doing an autopsy on 
a plant that you swear you were 
watering plenty, yet was still 
turning brown like you weren’t 
watering, the plant has been dead 
so long that indeed the roots have 
rotted. In any event, both scenarios 

See Juniper page 32 >
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And. . . SEE YOU IN MAY 

The Gainesville Bonsai Society 

Honors

the Late Steve Chapman

As President of the 
Gainesville Bonsai Society 

(and BSF Region 3 Trustee), 
one of Steve Chapman’s 

burning desires was for GBS to host the 2006 Con-
vention.  Under his leadership the club took on the 
task of making this vision a reality.  Sadly, Steve 

passed away during the early planning for the con-
vention and the members of the planning commit-
tee are working hard to complete Steve’s dream in 

his honor. 
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by Bettianne Ford
Gainesville Bonsai Society

All convention 
committees of the 
Gainesville Bonsai 
Society (GBS) are in 
full gear at this point.  
Jeff Ketts, Chair of the 
2006 Convention is 
keeping tabs on all the 

committee chairs.  
Mike Purcell is heading the 

committee to gather plant mate-
rial for the convention, and he 
has traveled the state select-
ing and transporting plants to 
ensure we have great material 
for the masters we have lined 
up.  Of course, some of the 
presenters will bring their own 
material, so we know that will 
be great as well.  

Tom Brantley, chair of the 
vendor committee, has been 
responding to the steady stream 
of vendors who want to set up 
shop at the convention.  

Jay Beckenbach is planning 
and organizing the bonsai ex-
hibit, calling on the Gainesville 
and Ocala club members to lend 

their best trees for 
the occasion.

Doug Morin, 
chair of registra-
tion has worked 
hard to get the 
registration and 
schedule of 
workshops ready 
for distribu-

tion and posted on the website           
http://www.bonsaibridges2006.us 

The minute you pick up the 
registration form for the 2006 
BSF Convention you will be 
excited at what is offered.  There 
are so many excellent workshops 
and demonstrations from which 
to select that you’ll want to at-
tend them all.  As you know, the 
number of participants for each 
workshop is limited, so be sure to 
take advantage of the Early Bird 
registration!

In the November edition we 
gave you an overview of the line 
up of masters and the plant mate-
rial they will work with at the 
convention.   We thought you’d 
like a little more information 
about each one:

Gearing Up for Bonsai Bridges 2006

See Convention page 41 >

Gearing Up for Bonsai Bridges 2006

All who knew Steve truly miss him for 
his leadership, knowledge, talent and 
hard work. 
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Meets the Third Saturday 
of every month at 2:00 pm

BSF Featured Club 

The Bonsai Society
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Meets in the
Melbourne Main Library
540 E. Fee Avenue
Melbourne, FL

Of Brevard  
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Vice President:

T H E B ONSA I SO C I ET YT H E B ONSA I SO C I ET Y
President:

DR. REGGIE PURDUE
Email: drlrperdue@aol.com
I have been doing bonsai since 1990, a 
member of the BSOB since the early 90’s, 
and have held the offi ce of Treasurer,  VP and 
now I’m on my second term as President.
I have more bonsai than I should, but it pains 
me to get rid of any.  My favorite bonsai 

species is the one I’m working on. 
I’ve had the opportunity of seeing our club grow from a small group of 
members to what it is today.  We’ve just celebrated our 20th anniversary and 
we were able to honor our last charter member, Vi Allen as noted below.  I’ve 
enjoyed all my years in our club and would encourage others to get involved in 
their club. Clubs are only as good as their members.  We have a great group of 
people that make this a successful and fun club.
I really enjoy collecting trees.  I’ve had the opportunity of collecting a variety 
of different material over the years.  I like collecting in the woods better, but 
have many good trees from other people’s yards (Urban yamadori).

GENE CALLAHAN
Email: dcal104@earthlink.net
I have been a member of BSOB since 1995.
I have held the position of President of BSOB and 
am currently Vice President. I was Treasurer for 
three Florida conventions and Chairman for the last 
one.
I held the position of 2nd V.P. and President for BSF.
I have been doing Bonsai for about 15 years.
My wife says that I have way too many bonsai, espe-
cially when it comes time to put them in the green-

house and take them out.
My favorite species are Buttonwood and Juniper, but really like Bald Cypress 
and Ficus also.
Our club has really come a long way, as we now have a lot of individuals 
who are very involved in Bonsai. Their participation in four of the last fi ve 
conventions is testimony of that. I thoroughly enjoy working with my Bonsai, 
and try to spend several hours a day taking care of them.
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Secretary:
o f B R EVA RDo f B R EVA RD

Treasurer:

EUGENE HOWELL
Email genehowell@yahoo.com.
I have been a member of the BSOB 
since 1999, and have held the offi ce of 
club treasurer and BSF District Trustee
I have been doing bonsai since 1975.  I 
have far more bonsai than I can really 
keep up with, but they are like potato 
chips....you can’t stop with one.
My favorite bonsai species is Fukien 

tea, closely followed by Buttonwood.
We have an outstanding group of members who are willing to do 
whatever is necessary to make our club a success.  As a result we 
fi nish each year with between 60 and 80 members.
I particularly enjoy the camaraderie of the typical bonsai enthusiast.  
Conventions are a gathering of friends rather than a get-together of 
strangers who happen to enjoy the same hobby. 

I have been a member of the BSOB 
since 1998. I have been doing bonsai 
since  1997.
This is the fi rst offi ce I have held. 
I have one bonsai and about 150 trees 
that are in the process of becoming 
bonsai–hopefully. My favorite bonsai 

are forest plantings and fi cus species since it is forgiving of mistakes.
The BSOB club is exceptional.  By associating with the artists in the 
club I have learned a lot, as well as experiencing enjoyable times. 
Working and participating in the BSF conventions has taught me 
many valuable techniques and has increased my desire to learn more 
about the art.
I enjoy learning about bonsai and working with the members of the 
club.  They are fun to be with and share their knowledge willingly.
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The Bonsai Society of Brevard had a monumental project in 2005.  A 
Living work of art for the public 
to enjoy for many years to come.  
Beautiful and educational, that is 
what we do.
The Brevard Club joins those 
who built the Morikami, Treasure 
Coast and Hukyu clubs, each of 
which donated and built a bonsai 

display for the public, with 
no expectation of a fi nancial 
payback. See the info on our 
web site which links to these 
club web sites: http://www.
bonsai-bsf.com .
Below is our team competing 
in the club night group contest.  
Above are our club volunteers who built the ‘Living Art” exhibit. For 
better pictures see the BSF web site.

How can we forget the super “Club Night” events hosted by 
the Brevard Club at the 2005 convention. This was the second 
convention in two years hosted by this club.
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At our recent Christmas lun-
cheon, the Bonsai Society of 
Brevard had the pleasure of 
presenting Violet Allen, our last 
remain-
ing charter 
member, 
with a 
plaque for 
service to 
the club. 
Violet is 
our club’s 
outgoing 
treasurer.

This doesn’t sound like a 
particularly unique event since 
most clubs change offi cers every 
year or two, but for this particular 
change of treasurers there was 
something unique indeed.

Our club was founded in July 
1985 and has held meetings every 
month since then.  This summer 
we celebrated our 20th year of 
existence.    When we fi rst began 
we had a total of fi ve members 
and held meetings in our fi rst 

president’s home.  Over the past 
20 years the club has grown con-
tinuously and for the past several 
years has fi nished each year with 
between 65 and 80 members.  
During those 20 years we have 
had 11 presidents, but amazingly 
we have had the same treasurer 
for the entire 20 years.

Violet not only has set an 
amazing record for tenure as 
a club offi cer, but the number 
of meetings she has missed in 

that time can be 
counted on one 
hand.

Violet has been 
such a mainstay 

of the orga-
nization 
that it 
will feel 
almost 
illegal 

to call 
a meeting 

to order without 
her sitting at the president’s right 
hand.  

Violet still plans to attend the 
meetings, although I suspect she 
will fi nd it strange sitting among 
the general membership.

Thanks Vi for an amazing job, 
well done!!!

of meetings she has missed in 

of the orga-

By Eugene Howell

Bonsai Society 
of Brevard

See BSOB page 22 >
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Our monthly meetings begin 
with a short business meeting. 

This is followed by a show-
and-tell of trees brought in by 
members. Much of the mate-
rial for the show-and-tell was 
originally obtained from our 
meeting’s raffl e table so these 
serve as great teaching tools for 
what can be done with typical 
pre-bonsai material. Next in the 
meeting is a drawing for bonsai 
material and plants that have 
been contributed by members 
for that purpose. The material is 
normally pre-bonsai, but every 
once in a while a member will 
contribute a plant or two that 
has been worked on for a while.
At this point everyone is nor-
mally hungry so we dig into 
some fairly heavy refreshments.  
Following the food we have 
either a one-hour demonstration 
or a workshop in which mem-
bers can create bonsai under 
the guidance of an expert. The 

demonstrations are conducted by 
either one of the more advanced 
members of our club or by a 

visiting artist sponsored by the 
statewide Bonsai Societies of 
Florida organization.
We hold meetings and/or spe-
cial activities every month of 
the year and in several months 
have multiple activities. Our 
special activities include a free 
beginners course consisting of 

six 3-hour classes on the basics of 
bon-
sai, 
club 
trips 
to 
bon-
sai 
nurs-
eries and pot suppliers, participa-
tion in the annual state bonsai 
convention, several demonstra-
tions or workshops by bonsai 
experts from throughout the 
United Stated and Europe, a 
monthly newsletter, weekly email 
information on bonsai activities, 
a bi-monthly magazine, an annual 
picnic, an annual Christmas lun-
cheon, and semi-annual auctions 
of bonsai and bonsai material.
Visitors are always welcome at 
our meetings so please pay us a 
visit soon. 

> BSOB from page 21
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The BSF Instructor Scholarship Competition 

The BSF Instructor Scholarship Competition is an annual 
competition to recognize and promote bonsai instructors in Florida. 
The winner may receive a grant not to exceed $1000. The grant is 
to obtain instruction and experience to enhance his/her ability to 
instruct and demonstrate the art of bonsai.

Eligibility Requirements
Any person who lives in Florida, and is a member in good standing 

of the Bonsai Societies of Florida is eligible. The applicant must 
have demonstrated a capacity for learning and to have a potential 
for teaching and demonstrating bonsai. The applicant must agree 
that if selected to receive the scholarship, he or she will, within one 
year, obtain the requisite instruction and experience. The applicant 
must agree to conduct one workshop and one demonstration, without 
compensation, at the annual meeting and convention immediately 
after receiving the instruction and experience.

Stage One - Submission
Any Member Society or Member Study Group may submit one 

member of their organization annually. Submissions will be provided 
to the BSF First Vice President not later than 60 days before the 
annual meeting and convention. The contestant and the sponsoring 
organization will be informed of the details of the competition.

Stage Two - Competition
Competition by the contestants will be held at the subsequent 

annual meeting and convention. The First Vice President will inform 
the Convention Committee of the number of contestants who will 
be competing. The Convention Committee will designate a time and 
place for the competition. Work space will be provided in order that 
all of the contestants may simultaneously work on their material 
while being observed by the judges and others. Repotting of the 
fi nished bonsai will not be done during the competition.

Each contestant selected for the second stage of the competition 
must come to the annual meeting following his or her selection. 

See Scholar page 24 >
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Contestants must pay their own expenses at the annual meeting and 
convention. 

Three of the presenters at the annual  convention will observe 
the styling process and the fi nished product, and will select the 
winner and two runners up. The winner will donate the tree to the 
Convention Committee to be auctioned during the convention. The 
winner will be awarded a scholarship grant of not more than $1000. 
The runners-up will be available in the event the winner is not able 
to complete the requisite education and instruction.

Each contestant shall:
1. Provide a challenging material (tree) that has had no pre-

styling.
2. Furnish own tools, wire and other supplies and equipment.
3. Style the material tree in a three hour session.

Stage Three – Gaining Expertise
The winner of the competition will arrange to receive instruction 

and experience which, will enhance his or her expertise in bonsai 
design, in the conduct of instruction, and in the preparation for 
and conduct of a bonsai demonstration. Expenses incurred will be 
reimbursed to a maximum of $1,000 by BSF.

Stage Four – “Pay Back”
The winner of the competition will arrange with the BSF 

Convention Committee to conduct a workshop and to present a 
demonstration. The Convention Committee will provide the plant 
materials and other supplies. The competition winner will conduct 
the workshop and present the demonstration without compensation.

Application:

Contestants shall use the form on the next page.  Note that a better 
copy of the form can be downloaded from the BSF web site at: 
http://www.bonsai-bsf.com/Scholarship.html .

> Scholar from page 23
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BSF Scholarship Application Form

Entrant’s Name:  _____________________________________

Address: ____________________________________________

City:  _____________________  State:  _____   Zip:  _______

Telephone:  _______________ Email:  ____________________

I agree to have my name submitted to BSF as a contestant in the 
Instructor Scholarship Competition. I agree to the requirements as 
described in the text above.

Contestant’s Name:  ___________________________________

Signature:  ______________________   Date:  _____________

Recommending BSF organization:  _______________________

Recommending organization’s offi cer:  ____________________

Signature:  ______________________  Date:  ______________

Position:  ___________________________________________

To get a better copy of this form go to BSF web site at:

http://www.bonsai-bsf.com/Scholarship.html .
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Life Is Much Easier With 
A Watering System

by Jose 0. Rivera

Puerto Rico Bonsai Society

I’ve been a bonsaista since 
1984, and the most required and 
tedious job is that of watering 
one’s 
trees. 
I say 
required 
because 
without 
water 
our trees 
would 
not 
survive, 
and tedious because we can’t 
even travel for the weekend 
without having someone water 
our trees while we’re not home. 
At times we allow ourselves to 
be guided by 
our local TV 
meteorologist, 
however, if 
they fail in their 
forecasting, 
which at times 
occurs, we have no other option 
than to stay at home to water.

To remedy this small problem 
and be able to enjoy a short 
vacation now and then, I 
decided to learn about automatic 

La vida es más fácil con 
Sistema de Riego

Por José 0. Rivera 

Club de Bonsai de Puerto Rico

Soy bonsaista desde el año 1984 
y la tarea más tediosa y obligada 
es el riego de tus árboles. Digo 

obligada 
ya que 
sin agua 
nuestros 
árboles no 
podrían 
sobrevivir 
y tediosa 
ya que a 
veces no 
podemos 

salir ni de fi n de semana a menos 
que busquemos alguna persona que 
nos ayude con el riego mientras 
no estemos en casa. A veces 
nos dejamos llevar por nuestros 

meteorólogos de 
la televisión local 
pero si fallan 
como a veces suele 
suceder no tenemos 
otra opción que no 
salir de paseo por 

mas de un día.

Para remediar este pequeño 
problema y poder tomar unas 
pequeñas vacaciones me oriente 
acerca del sistema de riego 
automático. Busque información 

See Watering page 27 left >
See Watering page 27 right >

http://www.geocities.com/cbpr2000/
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watering systems. I searched for 
information locally and on the 
Internet in order to fi nd the best 

system, at an 
accessible price 
that would 
fulfi ll the needs 
of my trees. 
I found a 
company 
called Drip 
Works, which 
supplies 
all types of 
accessories 
for watering 
systems. That 
is how I began 
to design a 
watering 
system for 
my trees. 
First, I 
strategically 
arranged 
the trees 

localmente y 
en la Internet 
para tratar de 
conseguir el 
mejor sistema 
a un costo 
accesible y que 
cumpliera con 
las necesidades 
de mis árboles. 
Encontré una 
compañía 
llamada 
DripWorks 
la cual suple 
todo tipo de 
accesorios 
para el sistema 
de riego. Y 
así comencé 
a diseñar el 

sistema de 
riego para 
mis árboles. 
Primera-
mente 
luego de 
colocar 

See Watering page 28 > See Watering page 28 >

> Watering from page 26 left > Watering from page 26 right
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on their stands in my Japanese 
style garden. Then I began to 
lay the 1/2 inch polyethylene 

tubing in two rows that 
will serve as main lines to 
which smaller tubing will be 
connected to supply water to 
each tree.

Once these main lines were 
laid, I installed 1/8 inch and 1/4 
inch tubes at each tree, using 
a 1/4 inch connector that has 
on its extreme end a sprinkler 
head. Examples of these ends or 
heads include the mini jet, the 
adjustable sprayer, or the latest 
model spray stakes.

This last head can be used 
on the 1/8 or 1/4 inch lines. I 
personally use the adjustable 
sprayers and the spray stakes. 
The adjustable sprayers sprinkle 
the water like an umbrella 
up to a 10 inch diameter. The 

estratégicamente los árboles en 
sus estantes dentro de mi jardín, 
ahora diseñado con un toque 

japonés comencé a tirar la 
tubería de “polyethylene” 
de 1/2 pulgada de 
diámetro cosistente de 

dos líneas en la que estarán 
conectadas la líneas que llevarían 
el agua al árbol.

Una vez tire las líneas 
principales de agua se fueron 
instalando las líneas de 1/8 y 
1/4 de pulgada a cada árbol 
con un conector de 1/4 pulgada 
el cual lleva en su extremo 
fi nal el “sprinkler” o mini jets 
seleccionado. Ejemplos de estos 
están el “mini jet”, el “adjustable 
sprayers”, o el ultimo modelo 
“spray stakes”, este ultimo 
viene para ser utilizado en líneas 
de 1/8 y 1/4 de diámetro. Yo 
personalmente uso el “adjustable 
sprayers” y el “spray stakes”, 
el primero tira el agua tipo 
sombrilla hasta un diámetro de 

> Watering from page 27 > Watering from page 27
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spray stakes provide water at a 
fl uctuating angle with a 10 to 24 
inch radius, depending upon the 
color of the stake you install.

Once you have selected the 
correct sprinkler heads, you are 
half way there. After having 
completed the installation of the 
waterlines, 
you must 
install the 
electronic 
water valves 
to the main 
lines. These 
valves 
control the 
fl ow of 
water from .2 GPM to 12 GPH, 
and the water pressure from 15 to 
150 PSI. The valves can be buried 
underground in a plastic box. 
These valves are controlled by 
an electric timer, which uses 110 
volts and in turn uses a 9 volt or 
AA battery as backup.

The battery backup is used 
for the timer, should you lose 
power. The timer can control up 
to 12 stations. Each station is 
a main line you connect to the 
system. My timer controls up 
to 4 stations, yet I only have 2 
main lines in the system. You 
can also fi nd timers that can 
be connected to a rain sensor 
that activates according to 

10’ y el segundo tira el agua en 
ángulo que fl uctúa de un radio 
de 10” hasta 24” dependiendo el 
color del “stakes” que se instale.

Una vez hagas la elección de 
los cabezales correctos ya estas 
a mitad del camino. Luego de 
haber completado la instalación 

de las 
líneas para 
que esto 
funcione 
tienes que 
instalar las 
válvulas 
electrónicas 
de agua a 
las líneas 

principales. Estas válvulas 
controlan el fl ujo de agua desde 
.2 GPM hasta 12 GPH y la 
presión de agua desde 15 a 15O 
PSI y pueden instalarse bajo 
tierra dentro de una caja para 
válvulas de plástico duro.  Estas 
valvulas son controladas por un 
“timer” electronico que toma 
corriente de 110 voltios y a su 
vez tiene un “battery backup” 
con una bateria de 9 voltios o 
”AA”.  Este “battery backup” es 
utilizado por el “timer” en caso 
que falte el servicio de energía 
eléctrica al momento que 
tenga que activarse el sistema. 
Este “timer” puede controlar 
dependiendo del que tu escojas 

See Watering page 30 right >See Watering page 30 left >
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> Watering from page 29

Try our web site  http:/ /www.miamitropicalbonsai.com

M
IA

MI TROPICAL        BONSAI

Nursery Stock

Call us toll free at 1-800/777-0027
Monday-Saturday 8:30 am to 4:30 pm
Fax us any time at 305/258-583.

Tools

We buy Bonsai Tree Collections 
and Large Specimens.
Call for details. 

Soil

Styled Bonsai

M I A M I   T R O P I C A L

Other Stuff

the amount of rainfall on a 
given day. These timers come 
automatically programmed, but 
the program can be altered to 
your needs. The program can 
control watering time between 
I and 99 minutes, day to day, 
or at intervals of 1 to 28 days, 
several times a day. These 
specifi cations vary depending 
on the type of timer chosen.

In closing, you choose the 
watering system according to 
your needs, and the amount of 
trees you possess. My personal 
experience with regards to 
the watering system has 
been a good and reliable one, 
especially if you enjoy outings 

hasta 12 estaciones. Estaciones 
son las líneas principales que 
conectes al sistema. En el caso 
mío tengo uno que controla 
hasta 4 estaciones y solo tengo 
2 líneas en el sistema. También 
vienen para conectarles un 
censor de lluvia que activa o 
no el sistema dependiendo la 
cantidad de lluvia que cayó ese 
día. Estos “timer” vienen con 
una programación automática 
pero también proveen para 
poder alterar esta programación 
de acuerdo a tus necesidades. 
Pueden graduar el tiempo de 
rociado desde un minuto hasta 
99 minutos, día a día o intervalos 
desde 1 a 28 días varias veces al 
día. También pueden variar estas 

> Watering from page 29
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14775 SW 232 ST Miami,  Florida  33170

Large Bonsai

B O N S A I

• Demonstrations
• Tours

• Classes (All Levels)

• Workshops

B O N S A IB O N S A IB O N S A I
NEW Around The Nursery:

* Classes: third week of every month: 
Joe Samuels, one on one $50/hr. 
Glenn Hilton, one on one $35/hr.
Ed Trout workshop on black pine:

$125/$100 BSF members half
gal. black pine incl.

Randy Brooks, Beginner Class
$50.00 per person tree incl. 

Hold your next meeting at the nursery 
and have a workshop with a master.
* 4000 new imported SUPER trees
* New imported pottery 
* New tools from Japan 
* “Bonsai Gold” fertilizer

Call about:

or travel. You might be asking 
yourself how much a system 
such as this might cost. This 
obviously will depend on the 
complexity of the system you 
choose to install but. If you do it 
yourself, you will save on labor 
costs. In my case, the cost did 
not exceed two hundred dollars, 
but believe me; it was well 
worth it.

especifi caciones dependiendo el 
“timer” escogido.

En fi n tu escoges el sistema 
de acuerdo a tus necesidades y 
cantidad de árboles que poseas. 
Mi experiencia personal con 
relación al sistema ha sido muy 
buena y segura, especialmente si 
tienes que salir de paseo o viaje. 
Estarán preguntándose cuanto 
cuesta todo el sistema, esto 
dependerá de la complejidad del 
sistema que tengas que instalar 
y si lo hace tu te economizas la 
mano de obra. En mi caso el costo 
no excede los doscientos dolares, 
pero créanme vale la pena la 
inversión.
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amount to nearly the same thing, so 
the point here is make sure that your 
soil mixture is one that won’t quickly 
break down and pay attention to plants 
that have been in their pots for a while. 
Junipers can become root bound, but 
there’s a good chance the soil will 
deteriorate before that happens, and 
junipers tend to like ‘tight feet’.

Because junipers don’t become 
root bound too quickly to the point of 
being detrimental, nurseries will skip 
‘potting them up’ in favor of caring 
for plants that have a greater need. 
What happens is they are neglected 
for several years, and by the time they 
get to a size where you want to buy 
them they will frequently have badly 
decomposed soil, especially directly 
underneath the trunk. More people 
lose junipers because they never 
remedy this situation than perhaps 
for any other reason. That’s why I 
personally believe all junipers should 
be bare-rooted when being put into 
a bonsai pot for the fi rst time from a 
nursery pot. This way you can inspect 
the roots, clean out any ‘bad’ soil, and 
ensure your plants are potted using the 
excellent mix you have chosen that 
is resistant to decomposition and is 
uniform in size.

I’ve never had a problem using this 
technique. I have had problems when 
I didn’t bare-root the trees. Besides, if 
you feel that it is a gamble, wouldn’t 
you rather take it when the tree is in its 
infancy as a bonsai rather than when 
you’ve had it for a number of years? 
Or wait until the tree is in poor health 
and you have no choice?

One last note on this subject, 

junipers grow on a three-year cycle. 
This is why they appear to do nothing 
for so long after you have repotted. It 
takes them at least two years before they 
become ‘comfortable’ in the pot. That’s 
why we don’t repot them as often as 
our other bonsai. And, since we’re not 
repotting as often, you’d better make 
sure the soil is right.

I hear the question all the way 
down here in Homestead. How often 
should we repot? That’s another one of 
those ‘depends’ questions. Preferably 
no sooner than three years, though 
circumstances will dictate more often 
on occasion (usually the owner can’t 
stand seeing the tree in the pot or the 
pot placement it is in), and normally no 
longer than seven, with four to fi ve years 
being about right. Again, it depends.

So, back to your situation, I’m sorry 
if I rambled. After all, there you sit 
with half-a-dozen trees waiting for me 
to tell you what to do with them. Well, 
we’re going to talk about some of the 
objectives and operations, but specifi cs 
do need to be learned fi rst hand. Take 
that workshop or participate in some club 
sponsored events where you can learn.

We want to clean out any dead or 
undesirable growth. Then we’ll prune 
back any adventitious or strong growth 
so that we have a tree that is more 
manageable in size, and has a more 
compact profi le. Don’t try and ‘style’ 
the tree at this point unless you’re sure 
of what you’re doing. Remember, we 
want them alive. After you’ve done this 
with all of your trees, we’ll take a look 
underneath.

Tap the trees out of their nursery pots. 
Using a chopstick, root hook, or bonsai 
rake, begin removing the soil – all of it. 

> Juniper from page 13
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What you can’t get at with the chopstick 
or hook, try and fl ush out with a strong 
jet of water from your garden hose. You 
might have to alternate between the two 
methods a couple of times, but do it! 
This is important.

Do not take any shortcuts. If you take 
a saw to the root ball to cut it in half 
(at least with any of the prostrate or 
mounding varieties), I will guarantee 
that you will kill the plant. If you don’t, 
you have much better karma than I 
do. The reason is that junipers of the 
mounding growth type send out a couple 
of main roots that will circle the pot 
and work their way down to the bottom 
where they will send out feeder roots. 
The bottom outer edge of the nursery 
pot will be where all of the action is. 
That’s just the way they grow. If you 
take a saw and cut away the bottom 
half of the root ball, you will have 
effectively cut away all of the feeder 
roots; and the tree will perish. Junipers 
of the upright or more tree-like growth 
habit are more forgiving, and the root 
ball can be worked more aggressively.

You should not need to root prune the 
trees if they are of the mounding growth 
habit such as parsonii or procumbens 
‘nana’. I have never needed to prune the 
roots of any of these trees. By the time 
you have cleaned away all of the old 
soil, you should have removed all of the 
roots the plant will tolerate. You may 
have to root prune Juniperus virginiana 
or tortulosa, or other plants of the 
upright growth habit.

Once you have bare-rooted the 
tree, fi nd a pot that is a suitable shape 
and size. The roots of the tree will 
loosely fi ll one-third to one-half of 
the pot’s volume. Maybe ‘fi ll’ is a bad 

description, ‘occupy the space of’ 
the pot’s volume would be a better 
description. This may mean that the 
tree is slightly over potted in the 
beginning, but with your care and 
attentiveness, the tree should be fi lling 
those shoes in no time. This is the fi rst 
potting into a bonsai pot, so we want 
to make the transition uneventful, if 
that’s possible considering we just 
bare-rooted the plants.

Once you’ve made your pot 
selection, if it’s a warm day or 
particularly breezy, you should keep 
the roots from desiccating, which 
the feeder roots of junipers can do in 
record time. That’s what the pan of 
water is for. Put the tree in there while 
you’re preparing the pot.

Put screens over the drainage holes 
in the usual manner and then outfi t 
your pot with ‘tie-downs’. If your 
pot has the small holes for tie-down 
wires then use those, otherwise run 
the wires through the drainage holes. 
And let’s get in the habit of running at 
least two wires to hold down our trees, 
not just one. In fact, use a framework 
of chopsticks cut to size – or other 
means short of gluing them in – to 
IMMOBILIZE your tree in the pot. 

Junipers, especially, have very 
fragile feeder roots and they need to be 
able to establish themselves without 
any movement in the pot. Next to the 
problems with decomposed soil cited 
above, improper potting is probably 
the reason most plants perish. It’s 
always interesting to see someone 
show you a juniper that is weak, 
and when you ask how long it 
has been in the pot they tell you 
a couple of years, and yet the 
See Juniper page 34 >
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tree still jiggles with the slightest 
touch. Either they’re fi bbing, or 
the tree was never properly potted 
and immobilized in the pot – and 
probably all of the preceding is 
true.

If you wire all of your trees, 
not just junipers, into the pot each 
and every time, you will eliminate 
many, if not all of your problems 
that are neither fungal or pest 
related. Just because you reduced 
the root ball by only half on your 
Chinese privet, and packed soil 
around the transplant, doesn’t 
mean it will fair well. Check the 
tree yourself and see how much it 
moves.

Once you’ve readied your pot, 
place your tree in it and pot it 
up. When you fi rst put the tree 
in the pot, place a mound of soil 
underneath the center of the trunk 
to have it sit at the proper height, 
and then tie down the tree just to 
the point where it will not easily 
lift out of the pot. We don’t want 
the tie-downs too tight at this point 
because we haven’t begun fi lling 
the pot with soil. Fill the pot with 
soil and search out empty pockets 
by using a chopstick to fi nd them. 
Don’t turn the chopstick into a 
sewing machine; just calmly insert 
the stick into the soil around the 
pot and especially underneath the 
tree to fi nd empty areas. Another 
area prone to pockets is where the 
trunk of the tree is closest to the 

rim of the pot, usually at the back, so 
be sure and check there also. You’ll 
now fi nd that your tie-downs have 
miraculously tightened themselves. If 
they still seem a little loose, then you 
can tighten them a bit so that your 
tree is snug.

As for aftercare, I usually 
like to water thoroughly, that’s 
THOROUGHLY, and then place the 
tree in a slightly shaded area for two 
to three weeks. Unless conditions 
dictate otherwise, I probably won’t 
water again during this initial 
incubation period, and that’s what 
this period is as your trees begin their 
new lives as bonsai. But, inspect 
your trees daily and see if the soil is 
drying out. The most common reason 
for that at this time of year, at least 
down here “where the big toe goes”, 
is wind. If it is very windy, I will 
water during this period, and also 
wet the foliage to keep the trees from 
suffering. Wind can have a stronger 
drying effect than the sun if it is 
accompanying low humidity, which it 
often does this time of year.

Next time we will fi nally get 
around to talking about diseases 
and pests. If you’ve got any 
comments, good or bad, suggestions, 
constructive or otherwise, or 
questions, none of which are ever 
dumb, then give me a shout at 
http://www.juniperbonsai@earthlink.net.
Hapy trees!

> Juniper from page 33
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From The Morikami

The Morikami 
is constantly 
improving.  You 
be the judge, 

join us at the 2006 Hatsume Fair, 
Feb 25th and 26th, Saturday 
and Sunday.
It doesn’t take much to keep 
your volunteers happy.  Larry 
Kunken donated table tops 
and concrete blocks supports  
to replace our dilapidated 
benches from 1978.

I have to give some praise to our 
volunteers who busted their butts, 
trashed clothing with slime and 
bleach, cleaning the old benches-
twice, “fi eld stripping them down 
to the boards and bolts that were 
holding them together.  This 
time the wood was rotten beyond 
recovery, and screws rotting off–

there was no saving it this time.  
Thanks Larry, it was a lot of 
work cleaning up the wood and 
putting preservative on it, but it 
looks great.

In our preparation of the 
replacement tables, we 
learned a valuable lesson.  
One table had less block 
support, and had to be lower 
than the rest. This works 
fabulously to deal with taller 

bonsai.  It is easy to neglect the 
tops when you can’t reach them, 
this eliminates that problem. 
Now we use that bench more 
than the others because we can 
get to all levels of the tree with 
equal ease. You wouldn’t want 
to display all your bonsai that 
low, but this works well as one 
new level to work from.
The biggest issue at the time 
is the upcoming Hatsume Fair, 
(see the next page) celebrating 
the fi rst buds of spring.  In a 
phenomenal effort to support 
our interests in bonsai, the 

Museum has provided the 
most outstanding facilities 
to bring bonsai to the 
public.  With this article I 
appeal to the clubs who did 
so much last year to make 
the event so successful–to 

See Morikami page 37 >
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Below, some photos from the 2005 Hatsume Fair at the Morikami. 
Hopefully, that will bring back memories how great that results 
were, and the impact on the public.  I would have said, “It doesn’t 
get any better than this!”  Make a liar out of me, and let’s do it 
again–even better.  How about it Brevard, Lighthouse, Miami, Palm 
Beach, Treasure Coast, Gold Coast, and Southwest Florida.  The 
Museum is planning on providing all the same facilities, tent, stage, 
AV, chairs and 
tables, cart service, 
communications, 
advertising–we 
provide the 
programs and 
bonsai. Watch 
for our clinic 
this year.
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Below, some photos from the 2005 Hatsume Fair at the Morikami. 
Hopefully, that will bring back memories how great that results 
were, and the impact on the public.  I would have said, “It doesn’t 
get any better than this!”  Make a liar out of me, and let’s do it 
again–even better.  How about it Brevard, Lighthouse, Miami, Palm 
Beach, Treasure Coast, Gold Coast, and Southwest Florida.  The 
Museum is planning on providing all the same facilities, tent, stage, 
AV, chairs and 
tables, cart service, 
communications, 
advertising–we 
provide the 
programs and 
bonsai. Watch 
for our clinic 
this year.

CBI, Inc. Handmade Bonsai Containers

Wholesale to the Trade

1408 Colwyn Dr.
Cantonment, FL 32533 Come see us at the 

2005 BSF Convention 

at Cape Canaveral

Tel: 850/937-1468, Fax: 775/256-1639
Email: info@chinaBi.com

Register at www.chinaBi.com for latest Catalog

do it again in 2006.  The public 
loved and crowded around the 
work area to watch the creation 
of bonsai in various shapes and 
conditions, with many species.  
We answered many questions and 
inquiries about where to get–what, 
and what to do with it, as well as 
where are the clubs and dates for 
more involvement.
Regarding Wilma and all that 
went with it, we were well taken 
care of by the 
Morikami 
staff.  Most 
trees were 
taken indoors, 
some bigger 
ones were put 
on the ground, 
and a few rode 
it out on their stand–remember– 
“It was going to be a toned down 
tropical storm by the time it got 
to our coast. “Only one bonsai 
got mashed by the wind, also a 
cabinet was blown around. (See 

Michelson’s description of what 
happens to slab plantings in his 
article below.)  The next photo 
shows a multiple tree planting 

on a slab. When we 
arrived, it looked like 
the Jolly Green Giant 
stepped on it. 
A quick clean up of 
the various trees, and 
repotting with a lot of 
wires, and it is as good 
as new.  Since it only 

had been on the slab for less than 
a month, it was good to see that 
the roots had developed as well as 
they did.

> Morikami from page 35
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by Ruth Osganian
Sarasota 

Early one morning, several 
years ago, I was out among 
my bonsai , which is my usual 
practice. Breakfast tea in hand, 
I was checking to see what 
was the most pressing task that 
needed to be accomplished 
as soon as it became a little 
lighter. I paused at one bonsai 
to pick from the branches 
what I thought was a feather 
that a visiting bird had shed, 
however upon closer inspection 
I realized, that little piece of 
fl uff, was actually a bloom. 
Wonders of wonders, after 

fourteen years the Mimosas had 
fi nally bloomed. This event that 
happens in the 

life 

of plants was the end of a 
long and patient wait of many 
years. Patience is one of the 
requirements of growing bonsai. 
After years of caring for my 
silk forest , not certain of how it 
would develop, the fl owers were 
an ample reward – resulting 
from this absorbing passion 
of ours. This “group planting” 
started out in my collection as 
a mame forest. Eleven gathered 
seedlings, perhaps two years 
old were fi rst planted on a slab, 
groomed as a group from the 
very start of their life as bonsai. 
Unfortunately, the six trees that 
died were the better looking 
specimens. (Does this happen 

to anyone else except me?) The 
growing medium I use is 50% 
organic, 25% coarse sand, and 
25% turfàce. I alternate fertilize 
with granular and “bloom 
builder” foliate of low nitrogen 
content plus trace elements as in 
other blooming trees during the 
growing season. They bloom 
year round, but I let them get 
leggy because the blooms set on 
last year’s growth and I love the 

SMOOTH AS SILK

The best time to appreciate and enjoy this 
spectacular “blooming” bonsai is very early in 
the morning, when both the blooms are wide 
open and the leaves are “awake”.
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blooms. Pests 
have been 
few but Safer 
Soap spray 
eliminates 
most 
problems. The 
rare Webworm 
infestation can 
be corrected by 
half strength 
Sevin (Carbaryl). Annual 
repotting is mandatory because 
the root mass must be thinned. 
During the growing season it 
is kept on the moist side, and 
drier during dormancy. When 
temperatures may approach the 
forties this grouping must be 
protected from the cold. Silk 
trees can take some shade but 
robust blooms 
develop 
best 
in 

full sun.
Mimosa 

(Silk Tree) 
LEGUMINOSAE, 
Albiziajulibrissin 
is a tree when used 
as a bonsai has a 
challenge that is 
an example of the 
many reasons for 

staying with and enjoying this 
multifaceted hobby. This tree 
is a close-up or fold-in at night. 
My Silk Tree Grouping takes 
this characteristic a step further, 
this delicate member of the sub-
family Mimosoideae, of which 
the tiny compound leaves of 
these trees “sleep,” that is they 
close up or fold-in at night, and 
the delicate and beautiful fl uffy 
pink fl owers open only at night. 

So this is a member of 
my collection 
that takes the 
dedicated and 

focused love 
that only a bonsai 
grower can have for 
special trees. The best 
time to appreciate and 
enjoy this spectacular 

“blooming” bonsai is 
very early in the morning, 
when both the blooms are 
wide open and the leaves 

See Silk page 40 >
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are still “awake”. This “show” 
is over by 8:00 A.M., the 
blooms begin to close by then 
and so these trees have never 
been taken to a club meeting for 
“Show and Tell” or exhibited 
at a show. Even though this 
tree has this challenge in its 
make-up I still love and enjoy 
the display it gives in the early 
morning. It is a great way to 

start my day. Imagine the joy 
of seeing this display fi rst thing 
every day.  Now after all these 
years I have once more achieved 
the goal of growing a bonsai from 
seedling to adult tree. The new 
seed pods are now viable and I 
am fi nding seedlings in my yard 
and now have many new mame’s 
coming along.

DRAGON TREE BONSAI
NURSERY
Pre-Bonsai:

Collected or,
Nursery Grown

Classes
Club Tours
Workshops
Demonstrations

Specializing in large
specimen bonsai plants.

 Enjoy!  Happy to see you.
Robert Pinder 
3663 S.W. Honey Terrace – 772/418-7079 
Right Next to Turnpike Exit #133, in Palm City

> Silk from page 39

WEB SITE:  www.Bonsai-Mart.com
189 pages and adding items regularly.

See our monthly discounted 

item on the web page.  August 

is a FREE screen, a scissor, or 

a mud-man or all three de-

pending on the purchase..
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•  Colin Lewis, who has written 
numerous books about bonsai, 
is infl uenced by his training in 
graphic design and has practiced 
bonsai for more than thirty years.  
He will conduct two workshops 
at this year’s convention, using 
Elms and Black Olives.  He will 
also present demonstrations with 
Black Olive and Australian Pine.

•  Jim Van Landingham, from 
Florida, has conducted workshops 
at BSF conventions in the past.  
This year he will present a work-
shop and demo with Wrightia reli-
giosa, a fast growing tropical with 
fragrant blooms, that was very 
popular at the 2005 convention.  

• Mary Miller has been creat-
ing and teaching bonsai for over 
twenty-fi ve years. Born in Wash-
ington, DC, Mary moved to Mi-
ami, FL in the late 60s and began 
experimenting with bonsai using 
tropical plants.  She will present 
two workshops, one with Tama-
rinds and one with Powderpuffs.  
She will also conduct a demo 
with Bougainvillea.

• From our neighboring state of 
Georgia we are fortunate to have 
Gary Marchal.  Gary has pre-
sented workshops at many Bonsai 
Clubs and Societies throughout 
the United States, including 
Hawaii.  Though he is especially 

known for his work with Bald 
Cypress, Gary is adept with 
many species and will present 
a workshop with Green Island 
Ficus at this year’s convention, 
as well as a demonstration of 
a Bald Cypress forest plant-
ing, known in these parts as a 
cypress stand.

• Rodney Clemons, also 
from Georgia, will be leading a 
workshop with Saunders Dwarf 
Boxwood.  Saunders is a rela-
tively new variety, a sport from 
Kingsville Boxwood.  Rodney 
will also demonstrate a rock 
planting.

• Joe Day, from Mobile 
Alabama is known for his hand-
carved stone slabs and his forest 
plantings.  Joe carves the slabs 
from natural rock and the slabs 
will not deteriorate, lasting as 
long as any composition.  For 
our convention, Joe will be pre-
senting a demo and a workshop 
on Trident Maple forest plant-
ings on a slab.

• Ernie Fernandez, another 
Floridian, is known for work-
ing with all species, rock plant-
ings, and carving techniques. 
He is conducting a workshop on 
Bougainvillea at the convention, 
and a demo on Podocarpus.

> Convention  from page 15

See Convention page 43 >
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Take A Walk Through

B O N S A I
With

J i m Smith
Study a Great

Collection

The Dura-Stone Co.

Learn From
 the Master
 In person or on 
 Video tape

Everything for The Bonsai

Enthusiast.

Have

   it

 Your

way

VHS $24
DVD  $30

To order,
   Call 860-464-0312

Bonsai to the trade.

Tours and Demos

            by Reservations only.

Call: 772/562-5291

See our web site:

http://jimsmithbonsai.com  
  ENJOY
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• Allen Carver is the grandson 
of the late Florida bonsai master, 
Jim Moody.  Allen, who oper-
ates Jupiter Bonsai, has become a 
well-known bonsai artist himself 
and will present a workshop with 
Brazilian Raintrees at the conven-
tion, as well as a Raintree forest 
demo.

• Jim Smith, a Floridian who is 
well known in the bonsai world, 
will be familiar to most conven-
tion participants.  He is renowned 
in Florida for his work with Ficus 
salicifolia and many other species, 
as well as his leadership in identi-
fying and experimenting with spe-
cies that have not previously been 
grown as bonsai. At this year’s 
convention he will be demonstrat-
ing a planting of Ficus on a slab.

• Dorothy Schmitz, the winner 
of the 2005 BSF Instructor Schol-
arship will display her bonsai 
design talent in a demonstration 
with Juniper.

Other highlights:
As always, Club Night on Fri-

day will be fun, entertaining and 
exciting for all who participate or 
observe.  Remember, it is also the 
BSF Scholarship competition.

The vendor area will be a 
bonsai shopper’s delight, with 
numerous vendors displaying their 

bonsai treasures in a well-orga-
nized and roomy setting.

The bonsai exhibit will offer 
you the opportunity to see the 
work of many talented bonsai 
artists from the Gainesville and 
Ocala area.

Participants will also be able 
to tour the Kanapaha Botani-
cal Gardens (where GBS has 
a permanent bonsai display), 
the Florida Museum of Natural 
History’s Butterfl y Rainforest (a 
photographer’s delight), the Harn 
Museum of Art, and beautiful 
natural springs. 

There are many other interest-
ing activities to take advantage 
of in Gainesville as well…some-
thing for everyone.

Along with the convention 
committee, all the members 
of Gainesville Bonsai Society 
are working hard to ensure that 
Bonsai Bridges 2006 is a con-
vention you will long remember. 
We look forward to seeing you 
in May.  Visit the website for 
schedule and registration details 
http:/www.bonsiabridges2006.us . 
Register early so we can plan 
better for you. With the loss of 
Steve Chapman, Jay Becken-
bach, long-time GBS member 
has taken up the leadership reins 
and is now President of the Club.

> Convention from page 41
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Schedule of Events
Thursday, May 25, 2006
6 - 9 p.m. BSF Board Meeting
7 - 9 p.m. Registration Open
Friday, May 26, 2006
7:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. Registration Open
8 - 9 a.m. Welcome Breakfast 
8 a.m. - 5 p.m. Raffl es 
9 a.m. - 6 p.m. Bazaar Area Open
Special Demo Dorothy Schmitz ...........................................Juniper 
Workshop 1 Colin Lewis Elm
Noon - 2 p.m. Annual Meeting Luncheon
2 - 5 p.m. Demo 2 Allen Carver .....................  Raintree forest
 Workshop 2 Jim Van Landingham ....Wrightia religiosa
 Workshop 3 Mary Miller ..............................  Tamarind
5 - 7 p.m. Exhibit Grand Opening
5 - 7 p.m. Dinner on your own
7 - 10 p.m. Club Night 
Saturday, May 27, 2006
8 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. Registration Open
7 - 8 a.m. Breakfast on your own
8 a.m. - 5 p.m. Raffl es 
8 a.m. - 6 p.m. Bazaar Area Open 
9 a.m. - 7 p.m. Exhibit Open 
9 a.m. - Noon Demo 3 Joe Day .................... Trident Maple forest
 Workshop 4 Gary Marchal .............  Green Island Ficus
 Workshop 5 Rodney Clemons ........... Dwarf Boxwood
Noon - 2 p.m. Lunch on your own
2 - 5 p.m. Demo 4 Colin Lewis ........................... Black Olive
Demo 5 Jim Van Landingham .........................Wrightia religiosa
Workshop 6 Joe Day Trident Maple forest on slab
Workshop 7 Ernie Fernandez ....................................... Bougainvillea
5 - 7 p.m. Dinner on your own
7 - 10 p.m. Demo 6 Mary Miller ........................ Bougainvillea
 Demo 7 Dorothy Schmitz ...........................Juniper
 Workshop 8 Allen Carver ................ Brazilian Raintree
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Sunday, May 28, 2006
8 a.m. - Noon Registration Open
7 - 8 a.m. Breakfast on your own
8 a.m. - 5 p.m. Raffl es 
8 a.m. - 6:30 p.m. Bazaar Area Open
9 a.m. - 5 p.m. Exhibit Open
9 a.m. Demo 8 Ernie Fernandez ......................Podocarpus
 Workshop 9 Mary Miller ............................Powderpuff
 Workshop 10 Colin Lewis .......................... Black Olive
Noon - 2 p.m. Lunch on your own
2 - 5 p.m. Demo 9 Gary Marchal .............Bald Cypress forest
 Demo 10 Jim Smith ............................ Ficus on slab
 Demo 11 Colin Lewis ......................Australian Pine
6 p.m. Cash Bar - Cocktails
7 p.m. Banquet 
Monday, May 29, 2006
7 - 9 a.m. Farewell Breakfast
8 - 11 a.m. Bazaar Area Open
9 a.m. Final Raffl e 

The Deluxe Workstand is a 
turn table that goes up and 
down to make working on 

your trees easier. Just crank 
it to a convenient working 

height.

Because your tools should 
help you do better work

Visit www.mecobonsai.com
or call 717/871-7900

2885 /Charlestown Road
Lancaster, PA 17603 USA

M
ec

o 
Bo

ns
ai

M
eco Bonsai
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WILMA
Charles Michelson

Gold Coast Bonsai Society

I consider myself to be a 
relatively intelligent person 
but Hurricane Wilma certainly 
made a fool out of me! As most 
of you bonsai enthusiasts know, 
a hurricane warning is time to 
secure the house and protect 
your plants, sometimes, in that 
order. Over the past two years 
we have all become accustomed 
to that exercise.

My bonsai collection tends to 
be on the large size with many 
two-man trees. The process of 
protecting my trees for a storm 
is back breaking and usually 
required pain medication and 
three days to recover. As one 
storm followed the other and the 
recovery time between aches 
and pain increased, I started to 
secure most of my favorite trees 
and left the other trees to fend 

W              for themselves. I wished 
those trees luck as I locked 

the door behind me for yet 
another hurricane event. Since 
bonsai education is one where 
you learn from experience, I 
saw a pattern starting to emerge.

The trees I brought inside 
my house for two or three days 
looked dull and lethargic while 
the trees left out in the storms 
where vibrant and alive, with 
new shoots springing from the 
branches.  Hmmmmm.

The next storm, and the 
one after that, the same thing 
happened. Our trees love a good 
rain event to cleanse themselves 
and reinvigorate themselves. 
My unprotected outside trees 
loved hurricane Katrina as it 
blew by Broward County before 
it went off to destroy New 
Orleans.

Now comes the threat of 
Hurricane Wilma. 
My back still aching 
from the last tree 
relocation effort, a 
category one storm 
coming from the 
west coast, over 
all that land in 
the Everglades, I 
thought we were 
in for another rain 

M
 I L WILMA
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event. My experience taught me 
that the trees would be happier 
outside and who am I to argue 
with a bonsai plant! So, for the 
fi rst time, I decided to 

leave every tree I own outside 
to enjoy themselves in the 
storm.

As the fi rst boards of my 
fence started to fl y away I 
realized I had made a horrifi c 
mistake. I ran outside to see 
if I could save any plants, but 

as part of my neighbors roof 
sailed past my ear, and the 
stucco banding  from a nearby 
commercial building blew by , 

I retreated back to save my own 
life and snapped a few pictures.

What have we learned from 
this experience?
1. We wire trees in pots, 

because a canopy tree (like 
a fi cus) will sail away like 
any unsecured umbrella 
in a wind storm. I will be 
driving around my city 
in the spring to see if the 
one that fl ew from my 
yard took root in another 
neighborhood.  

2. A forest will blow off a 
slab like a bad toupee 
on a slick bald head. For 
those of you who are 
aerodynamically interested, 
a maple forest fl ew 10 to 

A

See Wilma page 48 >
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15’, while a fi cus forest 
only landed a paltry 2’ 
away. Unfortunately, 
my fl ying fi cus nerifolia 
forest was a Jim Smith 
convention forest. (It could 
be back in his nursery from 
this wind.) I hope he will 
sit with me one day  to 
reconstruct the planting

3. All the branches on my 
maple tree (leaves all 

removed naturally) went 
straight up in the air like a 
robber pulled a gun on it 
and said stick em up!

4. Brazilian rain trees do not 
like stress. Even though the 
weather was beautiful four 
hours after the hurricane, 
the rain tree refused to 

open its leaves for a full 
week. I had to coax them 
open like prying a toy out 
of a child’s clenched hand.

5. Pots break while the roots 
hold them together.

6. Leaves blow off most trees 
( podacarpus and pines 
did fi ne) and the ones that 
didn’t–died off over the 
next weeks.

The fi nal casualty list reads as 
follows:
 *  5 plants dead
 *  2 plants missing in action, 
assumed dead
 *12 pots destroyed
 *  4 pots cracked and presumed 
lost
 * 2 forests that need 
reconstructive surgery
 * 2 growing seasons required 
to get plants back to a quality 
status

The moral of my story is 
that I will be selling my not 
so favorite plants at auction, I 
will have an adequate supply 
of painkillers and garage fl oor 
space for next years hurricane 
season, and I am developing 
a new found appreciation of 
mame sized plants!

> Wilma from page 47
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Good-bye 
to Pat 
Morita, 
AKA Mr. 
Miyagi the 
bonsai 
ambass-
ador, 
whose 
role in 
Karate 

Kid probably did more for 
making bonsai popular in the 
U.S. than all the masters in 
the world. Additionally, his 
instructor says, neither he nor 
the director knew anything 
what-so-ever about bonsai.

Born: Noriyuki Morita
28 June 1932 in 
Isleton, California
Died: 24 November 2005
Las Vegas, Nevada

For the movie, “Karate Kid 
III,” Roy Nagatoshi was the 
creator of the tree that was 
used in that movie.  It is the 

tree that was ripped off by 
the bad guys and also the 
one that fell in the ocean.  
In the movie you can see 
some of Roy’s bonsai in 
the background which he 
rented to them.  Pat Morita 
did not have any knowledge 
of bonsai.  Roy coached 
the director about bonsai, 
who directed Pat Morita. 
You would be surprised how 

many people, who visit the 
Morikami Museum exhibit, 
still make a side comment 
about Mr. Miyagi’s bonsai.

This poor copy is the only one I 
found of bonsai from the movie.

An interesting footnote:
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Wigert’s Mango Grove & Nursery invites you to their 2nd annual

Bo nsa i at The G rove
          Featuring Bonsai Master Pedro Morales from Puerto Rico.

Saturday and Sunday February 4th and 5th
9am till 4:30pm each day at: 

Wigerts Mango Grove & Nursery
15857 Quail Trail, Bokeelia, Fl 33922

(239) 283 2910
Join us for the following:

Saturday free demonstrations by Pedro Morales at 10am and 2pm
Sunday workshops with Pedro Morales at 10am and 2pm

 Browse Southwest Florida’s only bonsai nursery, take 
advantage of special sales!

Several other vendors will be selling a variety of items.
Great raffl es! Demo trees raffl ed Saturday, and many 

more items raffl ed each day.
Food and drinks will be available for purchase.

Contact us with questions or more information.

Workshop Information:(fee $150 each)
Or email us at Ktscooby77@aol.com

M
AKE P

LANS

BE T
HERE

What do you do when you’ve done everything for bonsai?
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TRY THIS FOR CLUB EVENTS–ARE YOU LISTED?
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